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Teaching Notes

Case Synopsis

The case follows minority entrepreneur Corey Barnette as he faces traditional growth strategy
questions in the highly regulated and emerging legal cannabis industry. The case can be
used either in an introductory strategy or entrepreneurship course at the MBA level.

Case Study Objectives

The teaching purposes of the case are to:

characterize the industry structure by applying a classic 5-forces framework
describe how an early industry matures as a function of time and market shaping forces
develop insights on how to be an effective player in a fledgling industry

vertical integration makes sense as a forward integration move as long as it is
appropriately timed in the right environment
non-market forces drastically alter the landscape in more regulated industries and
influential players can become market shapers
growth strategies and competitive responses require identifying where value-driving
opportunities lie today and in the future

identify and assess the capabilities of entrepreneurs, paying close attention to unique
challenges faced by underrepresented minorities in emerging industries

Teaching Plan

Summary of Lesson

Teaching Module Key Topics
Time
allocati
on

1. Introduction—Industry history to
establish context for current environment

History of Cannabis (including
economic, political, and social/racial
aspects)

10%

2. Industry Analysis—Describe features
of emerging market

(Q: 1, 1a, 1b, 1c)

Macro/Micro Characteristics
Framework: Five Forces Analysis

40%

3. Business Assessment—Evaluating
Corey’s position in market (Q: 2, 2a, 2b)

Entrepreneur Characterization
Competitive Analysis

30%
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1.

2.

3.

4. Growth Strategy—Determine game
plan for Corey

(Q: 3, 3a, 3b)

Framework: Ansoff Matrix
Road Map and Prioritization

20%

1. Introduction

(10 minutes) History of Cannabis

To prepare students for a discussion on the strategic issues facing Barnette, it is useful to
start with a brief discussion of the economic, political, and social history of the industry. To this
end, call on students to summarize the timeline of cannabis. Major points that should be
called out are: pre-regulatory environment, prohibition, perception of marijuana users
(including the use of the Spanish term “marijuana” over Latin “cannabis”), Schedule 1
designation, “War on Drugs” regulation in the 1980s, and state deregulation in the 1990s and
2000s.

Anticipate technical questions that will emerge about race, state-by-state deregulation, and
historical peculiarities. Be open and sensitive about each issue, but redirect to the general
guidelines below and facts of the case to respond to questions:

Race—Focus on how, regardless of the intent of law, under-represented minorities
have been criminalized more as a result of drug laws. As states de-regulate, under-
banked and convicted drug offenders are sometimes unable to participate in the
business. Note: Deeper conversation about race should emerge later on during
discussion of Corey’s challenges regarding financing, talent, and political influence.
State-Level Regulation—Each state is different, reference Exhibit E as needed, and
recognize that states vary from highly resistant and cautious (i.e., Illinois, Minnesota) to
methodical (Maryland) and ambitious (Colorado). Even within states, local officials can
enforce existing federal laws in ways they see fit or politically appropriate. It is best to
steer clear of precise laws, but rather the general traits of size of market, qualifying
conditions for patients, licensing process, and prospects of recreational market.
Historical Details—Avoid a discussion where facts in the case are lacking related to a
historical event and bring them back to the larger insight of how that event relates to
today’s regulatory and business environment.

2. Industry Analysis

(10 minutes) Macro Characteristics

Ask students whether the national market for legal cannabis is attractive, and challenge
students to bring out key facts from the case. While some may be tempted to outline criteria
for an attractive industry (market size, regulation, competitors, etc.), it’s best to use the case
to build on the data/facts to reason that the industry (nationally and in D.C.) is moderately
attractive because of massive market potential, despite uncertainty and risk as a function of
the regulatory environment. Ultimately, these risks need to be mitigated by managing
business well in the current situation and prepare for the future situation by managing
regulatory influence moving forward.
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a.

b.

National Trends

Legal Market growth is strong, but piecemeal due to non-market forces (e.g., state-level
regulation).
Interstate commerce is currently impossible due to state laws, cultural taboos, and federal
laws.
There is a dearth of minority ownership in the market largely due to laws that prohibit drug
offenders from entering the space, minorities having less access to capital in an
underbanked industry and having less political influence among state regulators.
There are three major components of the value chain: Growing, Processing, and
Dispensing. Most states divide licensing between cultivation and dispensing. Processing is
currently included in most cultivation operations.
The black market (estimated at $100 Billion) dwarfs the current legal market nationally, but
may provide a sense of future recreational market.

State by State Trends

Archetypes have emerged in the legal market: progressive, conservative, and balanced
markets.
Progressive states, such as California and Colorado, are moving toward lax medical laws
and a broad recreational market.
Per Exhibit H, “severe pain” is a relatively loose qualifying condition that can determine
whether a medical market is restrictive or not. See Exhibit Guide.
Licensing processes in emerging states demonstrate an important part of becoming a
cultivator, processor, or dispensary, and each state emphasizes different criteria. Common
criteria tend to favor local players with political connections and who are well funded.
While racial disparities emerge through this process, some states such as Illinois have
actively fought this trend through diversity bonus criteria.
Colorado, as the first and largest recreational market, has shown strong consolidation in
both the dispensary and cultivation space. Wholesale cultivators have emerged that have
left smaller players unable to compete.

While it is less clear if players can differentiate over the long term in growing or
dispensing of goods, i t  does appear that there wi l l  be opportunit ies for
differentiation through the processing of the best products and ingredients. Discuss
with students whether this is because of how markets emerged or the nature of the
industry and whether this could change over time. Challenge students to find
analogous industries that support and defy this trend.
Analysis of Exhibit G provides trend data on where the future of value may be if
Colorado is the model. However, the market is not clear if California or national
trends are more indicative of the future market. See Exhibit Guide.

As these facts are revealed, the professor can summarize which aspects are attractive and
which are not, as well as hone in on the specifics of the D.C. market. Overall, D.C. should be
on the more attractive side of the national spectrum given its favorable regulatory
environment, although it has the added risk of being a non-state with federal oversight.

If not already done, delve deeper into the value chain and refer to Exhibits F and G (if
necessary, explain how the supply chain operates) to determine that value could reside in
processing.

This requires the reader to believe that D.C. will continue to follow in Colorado’s path
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(challenge students on whether that is a fair assumption), although they are currently more
similar to California where value is not clearly in one part of supply chain. Let students debate
whether Colorado or California (from Exhibit G) better predicts the D.C. Market.

(10 Minutes) Five Forces Analysis

The discussion should flow into a five forces analysis of a cultivation center and a dispensary
in the D.C. market in the current state.

Cultivation Center:

Supplier Power Low: Land in D.C. for growing poses a challenge and requires
technology and labor investments.
Buyer Power High to Medium: Demand exceeds supply, choice of who to sell what to,
options on product processing and manufacturing (i.e., a kitchen to make edibles).
Rivalry Low to Medium: As product preferences emerge, cultivation centers will need to
provide higher quality or variation of products compared to competitors.
Substitutes High to Medium: The black market, growing own product (initiative 71), and
other drugs present challenges, although prices in D.C. are converging and people do
prefer high-quality legal options.
Threat of Entrants Medium: Regulated licensing limits the number of players, but this
will expand with deregulation.

Dispensary:

Supplier Power High: Prices are regulated and the supply constrained.
Buyer Power Low: There is little differentiation power, black market competition, but a
regulated customer base.
Rivalry Medium to High: While there are some turf wars, they will get bigger with a race
for patients and product differentiation. (Note: Margins analysis of the supply chain
suggest that if markets are to move toward the Colorado model, value and power will be in
the process.)
Substitutes Medium: There is the black market, growing own product (initiative 71), and
other drugs, although prices in D.C. are converging and people do high-quality legal
options. Dispensaries benefit from being able to provide value-add services such as
educating customer’s unfamiliar with the product and providing a “white-glove” approach.
Threat of Entrants High to Medium: Regulated licensing limits the number of players,
but more will come as a “tax and regulate” recreational market emerges; the largest threat
is from wholesale operations now present in states such as Colorado.

Vertical Integration Debate:

After laying out the industry attractiveness, as a final preliminary on the industry, it is useful to
ask students to discuss the role of vertical integration.

The key point here is that vertical integration can generally be a risk management
technique that makes sense in the early stages of an industry lifecycle.

Challenge students to debate pros and cons of vertical integration for a cultivation
center and dispensary generally and in the D.C. market.

Re levant  teach ing  po in ts  can  be  found in  the  fo l low ing  McKinsey  a r t i c le :
http://www.mckinsey.com/business-functions/strategy-and-corporate-finance/our-
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insights/when-and-when-not-to-vertically-integrate
“Don’t vertically integrate unless it is absolutely necessary to create or protect value.”
Assess cannabis across “Criteria for Vertical Integration” (Exhibit 1 in the article): setup
costs, transaction costs, transaction risks, and coordination effectiveness.
Four reasons to integrate:

The market is too risky and unreliable.
An argument can be made that the industry as a whole (and the relatively new
DC market) is unreliable (caused by uncertainty and a bilateral oligopoly), but
market maturity will change this.
Transaction frequency is high in cannabis, but asset specificity unknowns
suggest vertical integration does not necessarily solve the challenges in the
industry.

Companies in adjacent stages of the industry have more market power than
companies at your age.

For Barnette, this does not seem to be the case. He fully owns his cultivation
center, which, in D.C., can also serve as a processor. This gives him an
advantage relative to dispensaries that are only the distribution channel and
point of sales.

Integration would create or exploit market power by raising barriers to entry or
allow price discrimination across customer segments.

While this may have been Barnette’s intent, it does not seem he is fully
leveraging his advantage to create barriers to entry (with arrangements such
as exclusive supplier contracts), and he is operating the two businesses mostly
independently of one another.

The market is young and the company must forward integrate to develop a market.
Not the case here. D.C. was supply constrained with ample demand.

Quasi integration options (joint ventures, asset ownership) may prove to take best
advantage of the industry.

Key Takeaways from Industry Analysis:

The cannabis industry has tremendous market opportunity, despite challenges of
state-by-state regulation and uncertainty.

Value in mature markets such as Colorado resides in processing of products,
dispensaries may have the most challenges (due to rivalry and entrants). Cannabis
strains run the risk of becoming commoditized.

D.C. market, while a small market susceptible to federal oversight, is advantageous
to the early entrants given the few number of licenses available and that it appears
to be an oligopoly.

Political influence and capital represent important advantages for those who wish to
enter the industry and this has resulted in racial disparities in participation.

Vertical integration could be tremendously valuable in protecting and growing the
D.C. market, but this may or may not be worth the risk and cost outside of this
particular regulatory environment.
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3. Business Assessment

(5 minutes) Entrepreneur Characterization

Lead a discussion on the strengths and weaknesses of Corey as an entrepreneur in this
industry. In a strategy class, this may involve assessing whether Corey is too operationally or
strategically oriented, based on his past record.

In an entrepreneurship class, the specific traits of a strong and not so strong entrepreneur
should be discussed. Regardless, it should be clear that Corey has made business mistakes
(i.e., getting kicked out of San Diego, losing the Massachusetts bid), but has appeared to
learn from them; and while he thinks somewhat operationally (not identifying value added
opportunities with his vertical integration), he has a grand vision to differentiate himself in the
D.C. market, while his competitors seem content and feel protected in the current regulatory
(oligopoly) environment. In particular, Corey’s business relationships and development are
key differentiators that suggest he could become a market leader, as illustrated by Kathryn
Rust’s confidence in him and his involvement thus far in the D.C. political realm.

(10 minutes) Competitive Analysis

District Growers Competitive Position

Advantages Why?

Edible production through the only industrial
kitchen in the market:

DG has a rare asset and will hold a
temporary monopoly on the edible
category

Tap into growing and untapped demand, as a
first mover, they have attention of the market

Growing technology for higher yield per
square foot:

DG’s growing methods allow it to generate
larger crops than competitors

Technology allows for scale to rapidly
increase capacity given untapped demand

Business relationships with non-cannabis
producers (i.e., major bakeries):

DG’s relationships with consumer goods
companies present opportunities for
innovation

Develop exclusivity with new partners for
product development and customer channels

Disadvantages Why?
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Capacity limitations due to expensive real estate and
regulatory issues

Initial land selection may have been misguided,
leaving limited room for expansion

Prevent scaled production to meet
growing demand

Less potent strains due to lack of technology
investments

Deciding not to maximize for potency allows
competitors to corner that niche of the market

Potent strains are currently popular
and may grow in popularity

Wholesale entrant or competitor developing edibles

Company economics are not in place to handle
pricing pressures

Pricing war risk and commoditization
of products

Metropolitan Wellness Center Competitive Position

Advantages Why?

Location not near competition and strong
local patient base:

Significant distance from competitors and
significant revenue from repeat customers

Avoids direct competition for sufficient
consumer population

Reputation for quality customer service:

High-end, customer-centric clinic feel

Builds customer loyalty and differentiates
services

Potential to target wealthy residents in Capitol
Hill

Potential to capture customer segments
with high willingness to pay

Geographic proximity, high-end brand
positioning, and relationships with policy
makers

Disadvantages Why?

Space limitations and exact location:

Brand risk and expansion risk

Small clinic feel atop a fast food restaurant
deters people from entering (does not align
with brand)
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Supply constraints due to regulatory and
supplier limits:

Lack of supply creates risk of poor
customer satisfaction

Unable to service demand (stock outs do
occur often)

Exclusivity of competitor suppliers:

Competing dispensaries are able to get
exclusive or first-access supply to popular
strains

Limits supply of specific products

Pharmacy-like differentiation:

Customer experience isn’t strong enough
by itself to attract customers outside of
proximal range

It can be difficult for consumers to choose
based on anything but locations

Value in vertically integrated operation seems possible with a growing patient base, but in a
current supply-constrained regulatory environment, there is little incentive on either the
grower or dispensary side of Corey’s businesses to take the risk of exclusivity. Given Corey is
only 52% owner of MWC, it is likely they are not open to the kind of exclusivity that may have
long-term value if it hurts dispensary sales in the short term.

Key Takeaways from Business Assessment:

Corey has evolved into a strategic, albeit imperfect, entrepreneur that has a clear
vision for a dominant position in the D.C. market given his strong relationships with
businesses in other verticals to support his edible business and to influence the rate
of deregulation in D.C.

Both DG and MWC face real threats in an uncertain future and may benefit from
addressing their weaknesses as well as explore opportunities for true operational
value adds as a result of shared ownership, including exclusivity.

4. Growth Strategy

(10 minutes) Ansoff Matrix

One way to identify the growth opportunities in a highly localized, relatively new market is to
borrow from the “Ansoff Matrix” marketing framework:
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Existing Products New Products

Exi
stin
g
Mar
kets

Protect turf—Corey must continue
to excel and recruit patients in
current products and build
favorable regulatory environment

Grow in D.C.—Build spaces and develop new
products (edibles) and co-create with business
partnerships.

Ne
w
Mar
kets

Not an option due to federal law
today.

Possibly attractive, depending on state and nature
of partnering with local applicant, proceed with
caution here given lack of capital, local ties, and
awareness of product-market fit

(15 minutes) Road Map and Prioritization

Corey should focus on protecting his existing business through addressing weaknesses in
each of his businesses and building favorable political connections. As the market moves
toward recreational cannabis, it will be critical to use his influence to limit licensing of entrant
competitors. Outside of the D.C. market, it’s possible that Corey’s experience and brand may
allow him to excel in an application process in an overlapping market such as Maryland, or to
build alliances in proximal markets such as Pennsylvania. However, overall, investments in
new markets may prove to be highly challenging. He may find that building a loose affiliation
of diverse or minority-owned cannabis business people that are local to each state could
provide a value to his brand and extend his influence to better prepare himself for a looser
federal and interstate regulatory environment in the medium term.

Growth within D.C. also is a reasonably ambitious yet feasible approach, possible by active
patient recruitment through producing the most sought-out edibles in the marketplace.
Preliminary data from the recreational markets as of 2016 suggest that edibles are far more
popular than anticipated and will likely become the dominant form of cannabis consumption in
the future. Developing the brand partnerships that D.C. residents from all economic
backgrounds could position him well for the future.

Finally, in his desire for a more equitable cannabis industry, Corey’s efforts to increase training
and involvement of African American residents will have value, Through an incubator program
and loosening legislation around hiring past drug offenders, Corey can differentiate his
business as one that can recruit new talent and be viewed in the community as a mission-
based organization.

Key Takeaways from Growth Strategy:

Corey should focus his efforts on protecting his position in D.C. by leveraging his
political influence and limit competitors, while building out his edible line to grow in
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the D.C. market.

Corey has some opportunity in proximal or overlapping markets such as Maryland or
Pennsylvania, but overall, his options outside of D.C. are limited by his “big fish in
small pond” status, the need for high capital, and local ties.

There may be opportunity to grow, leveraging the diversity and social causes both in
D.C. from a talent perspective and into other states through some sort of association
of minority cannabis entrepreneurs.

Exhibit Guide

Exhibit
Module –
Topic

Key Insights Significance

A—U.S.
Cannabis
Market
Revenue
Growth
and
Projectio
ns

Industry
Analysis—
Macro
Characteristi
cs

Legal cannabis is expected to grow rapidly, but is
dependent on regulatory hurdles and will likely
follow a step function.

Low, already
mentioned n
case text

B—D.C.
Patient
Registrati
on Count

Industry
Analysis—
D.C.
Characteristi
cs

Growth in number of medical patients was strong
but has begun to slow, indicating that the medical
market may likely be smaller than a recreational
one, pending regulation.

Medium,
suggest Corey
must prepare
for recreational
market.

C—Corey
Barnette’
s
Resume

Business
Assessment
—
Entrepreneu
r
Characteriza
tion

Corey’s rich experiences as a business leader in
banking and cannabis stands out in the D.C. market
that is run largely by non-business minded
competitors

Low, already
mentioned in
case text

D—Drug
Schedule
Classifica
tions

Introduction
– History of
Cannabis
and Race

Regulators have targeted cannabis as a schedule 1
substance, despite not truly falling into category,
due to social reasons

Low, not focus
on strategy
component
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E—
Marijuana
Legalizati
on in the
U.S.

Industry
Analysis—
Macro
Characteristi
cs;

Growth
Strategy;
Ansoff Matrix

By 2016, nearly half the U.S. has some sort of legal
cannabis market and the adult use states represent
models being watched for others to follow

Medium,
illustrates a
national profile
of regulatory
environment

F—
Cannabis
Industry
Value
Chain

Industry
Analysis—
Five Forces
Analysis;

Growth
Strategy;
Road Map

Flow demonstrating that cultivation is made
complicated by the processing option to develop
and manufacture products such as edibles;
dispensaries are less powerful

Medium,
visually
explains flow
of operations

G—
Estimate
d
Operatin
g
Margins
by
Category

Industry
Analysis—
Macro
Characteristi
cs

Trend analysis demonstrate that value appears to
be growing in cultivation (but actually is because of
processing) in the Colorado market, D.C. market is
not mature enough to draw any conclusions, debate
may ensure about whether Colorado or California
are future of D.C.

High, analysis
to identify
where value
lies in supply
chain for
Corey’s future
investments

H—
Qualifyin
g
Condition
s in
Select
States

Industry
Analysis—
Macro
Characteristi
cs

Student should realize that “chronic pain” is an
indicator of whether state has loose or rigid patient
barriers to medical marijuana access in state; D.C.
is like these two states

Medium,
demonstrates
importance of
favorable
regulatory
environment

I—D.C.
Dispensa
ries and
Cultivatio
n Centers

Industry
Analysis—
D.C.
Characteristi
cs;

Business
Assessment;
DG and
MWC SWOT

MWC is the southernmost dispensary. For the large
part, the location of the dispensary dictates where
their patients come from. MWC has a section of
Ward 6 to itself, thus enjoying a favorable
competitive environment. Location of cultivation
centers is not important since it has no patient
relations.

Medium, lays
out
competitive
landscape
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J—The
Legal
Cannabis
Market
Landscap
e

Business
Assessment
—
Entrepreneu
r
Characteriza
tion

There are different revenue streams that Corey has
not yet considered, but could be valuable in a future
enterprise

Low, not vital
to case growth
questions

K—
Edibles
Produced
by DG

Business
Assessment
—DG
SWOT

“Buttah” and juices are two unique products only
available through District Growers due to their
investment in a kitchen and commitment for edibles
and partnerships

Medium,
illustrate DG’s
competitive
products

L—
Metropolit
an
Wellness
Center

Business
Assessment
—MWC
SWOT

MWC is small and supply is clearly limited, but the
professional layout and service-oriented operations
distinguishes its position in market

Medium,

illustrate
MWC’s
competitive
advantage

M—
Dispensa
ry
Differenti
ation
Table

Industry
Analysis—
D.C.
Characteristi
cs; Business
Assessment;
MWC SWOT

Dispensaries have limited dimensions to compete
on and given the current set up, there is little major
differences, although these may become more
important with growing market

Medium,

lays out
competitive
landscape of
dispensaries

Glossary All Refer to technical terms and jargon Medium

Appendix: Analysis
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Analysis & Insight: In the long run, cultivators will enjoy higher margins than dispensaries.
Currently in D.C., it appears that dispensaries have growing margins, however, analysis of
Colorado and the US as a whole shows the trend is quite the opposite. California’s lower
margins with no discernable trend suggest its limited medical market may not be relevant to
the future industry.

Implication & Recommendation: Colorado and the US may be an apt model for Corey
Barnette in D.C. and therefore he should focus his investment in cultivation (includes
processing).

Source: Author interviews of experts

http://dx.doi.org/10.4135/9781526410795
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